
Cachet seating





There’s more to Cachet than you might think. Sure, it may look serious on 
the outside… but, with one sit we know you’ll see Cachet® for the chair it really is. 
Underneath the sleek, chair-ish figure is a design that provides exceptional comfort 
and ergonomic support in the toughest of environments.



Work Chair
with arms

Multi-Use Stack Chair
with arms
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Dimensions:
       

Seat height  Work chair 15.5" to 20.5"
   Stool  23" to 30"
   Multi-use chair 17.6" 
       
Seat depth    19.4"
       
Seat width    16.4"
       
Back height from seat   18.75"
       
Distance between arms   18.5"
       
Arm height from seat   10.75"

®

Cachet® 

Multi-Use Stack Chair
without arms

Stool
with arms

Features:

The perfect balancing act. The Cachet chair provides the perfect 

blend of comfort, ergonomics, durability and versatility. Its unique 

balanced-action suspension system automatically adjusts to provide 

you with proper support. Its composite edges and flexible slotted sur-

faces absorb and evenly distribute your body weight, providing instant 

comfort every time you sit.

Pick a chair, any chair. The Cachet chair is available in a work chair 

with casters, a stool with casters, and a 4-leg multi-use stack chair 

available with or without arms. The work chair and stool are height 

adjustable and are ideal for learning environments, laboratory envi-

ronments, team spaces and short-term work spaces. The multi-use 

chairs are a perfect fit for learning environments, cafés and multi-purpose 

areas. Lightweight and easy to move, the multi-purpose chairs can be 

stacked five high on the floor or 20 high on a dolly.

 

Environmentally responsible. The Cachet chair is exceptionally 

durable and easy to clean, for a longer life. The glass-filled nylon frame 

and polypropylene construction allow for easy disassembly and the 

chair is up to 98% recyclable by weight. The chair also has Indoor 

Advantage™ certification for indoor air quality. 

Options:

Frame finishes

Black, Midnight, Ash

Cushion

Optional seat and back cushions


